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ABSTRACT

The study of the visual art of printmaking is fundamental forart history. Printmaking methods have been used for centuries
to replicate visual art works, which have influenced generations of artists. Particularly in this work, we are interested in the
influence of prints on artistic tile panel painters, who haveproduced an impressive body of work in Portugal. The study of
such panels has gained interest by art historians, who try tounderstand the influence of prints on tile panels artists in order
to understand the evolution of this type of visual arts. Several databases of digitized art images have been used for such
end, but the use of these databases relies on manual image annotations, an effective internal organization, and an ability
of the art historian to visually recognize relevant prints.We propose an automation of these tasks using statistical pattern
recognition techniques that takes into account not only themanual annotations available, but also the visual characteristics
of the images. Specifically, we introduce a new network link-analysis method for the automatic annotation and retrieval
of digital images of prints. Using a database of 307 annotated images of prints, we show that the annotation and retrieval
results produced by our approach are better than the resultsof state-of-the-art content-based image retrieval methods.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Printmaking is a method for replicating paintings (usuallyon paper) based on intaglio printing (e.g., etching), relief printing
(e.g., engraving) or planographic printing (e.g., lithography).1 During the 15th century, the fast and cheap production of
paper and advancements in graphical arts made printmaking one of the main forms of reproduction of European masters’
paintings. As a result, reproductions of the paintings reached a large number of people. Consequently it is worth under-
standing the importance of printmaking in the art history since they have influenced and served as a source of inspirationfor
generations of artists. Therefore, the proper classification, retrieval and annotation of printmaking productions constitute a
quite important activity for artists and art historians in order to understand the art produced in the last five centuries.

In Portugal, printmaking images influenced generations of artistic tile panel painters, as evidenced by the large number
of panels found in Churches, public buildings and palaces.2, 3 As a consequence, the study of printmaking is extremely
important not only for classification and annotation purposes, but also for understanding how the Portuguese tile panel
artists have been influenced, which has the potential to furnish relevant information to art historians in Portugal. It is
important to mention that printmaking images were often used as references to produce the panels, but the artists often
did not make an exact copy of the image. For example, originalprints have generally suffered several modifications, such
as background changes, arbitrary displacements of the position of subjects, mirror transformations, etc. (Fig. 1). For this
reason, the task of discovering the influence of one or several prints in the composition of a tile panel is rather complex.
This task requires an expert with a specialized visual knowledge of the current databases of prints together with peculiar
abilities in to relate tile panel compositions and prints. Asystem which can automatically retrieve a set of printmaking
images related to a tile panel image can dramatically help art historians in this task.

Compared to photographic digital image, the images from printmaking and artistic tile panels are quite poor in terms
of color and texture. For instance, Fig. 2 shows three imagesof the themethe Crucifixion of Jesus Christ, which displays
the large sensorial gap4 between the original scene and the different forms of art productions. This means that much of
the information (texture, color, depth, etc.) present in the original scene is lost. The loss of such information reduces
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Figure 1. Examples of how printmaking images are altered in the process of becoming a tile panel.

Figure 2. Differences between a photographic image in (a), printmaking image in (b), and tile panel image in (c).



Figure 3. Example of annotation of printmaking images. The image (from Artstor9) is shown with its the manual annotation produced
by an art historian.

the effectiveness of current image analysis techniques, which usually work with photographic digital images.5 Art image
analysis can also be used in this work,6, 7 but the great majority of these techniques have been developed for the analysis of
digitized images of paintings, which still contain textureand color. The most similar type of images compared to printings
and tile panels are the ancient Chinese paintings used in theimage analysis method proposed by Li and Wang.8

In this work, we present a new method for the analysis of images from printmaking processes. This analysis of prints
represents the first step in the analysis of tile panel images, which will is our long-term objective. The goal of the work
is to automatically produce global annotations to new test images of prints using a statistical model whose parameters
are estimated using a database of manually annotated training images. The prints in this database are constrained in the
following ways: 1) they were created between the centuries XV and XVII, and 2) they are of religious themes. These
constraints are relevant because a great number of tile panel productions are restricted in the same way. The manual
annotation (Fig. 3) has been produced by art historians, wholabel the image theme and the relevant subjects present. The
method presented in the paper is based on network link analysis (we use the terms network link analysis and graph-based
learning algorithms interchangeably), which has the assumption that the visually similar images are likely to share the
same annotations. Preliminary annotation and retrieval results are shown in a database containing 307 images, and we
compare the results with bag of visual words methods using the following classifiers: support vector machines (SVM)10

and random forests (RF).11 The results show that our method provide several advantagesin terms of accuracy of annotation
and retrieval.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

In this section, we provide a brief review of papers in the areas of retrieval and annotation of photographic images and art
images. We also review graph-based learning methods that are relevant to our technique.

Currently in photographic image annotation and retrieval,the most successful methods are based on the bag of visual
words framework using a multiple kernel learning (MKL) classifier,12 which is an extension of the SVM classifier that
allows the combination of several kernels. This methodology is quite effective when used in a retrieval setting where
the number visual classes is relatively small (with a large number of training images per class), and these visual classes
are fixed. Unfortunately, both constraints do not apply in our case where the number of visual classes can be quite large
(with each visual class containing relatively small numberof training images), and the introduction of new images to the
database may happen often. In photographic image analysis,there is a trend to get around the problem of the high number
of visual classes with the use of machine learning methods ofcompressed sensing,13 which finds a sub-space of smaller
dimensionality for classification. However, the dynamic nature of this learning problem, where new classes are regularly
introduced into the training database, is still an issue in this area of research.

The area of art image annotation and retrieval has attractedthe attention of researchers in the fields of computer vision
and machine learning.6, 7, 14 The main focus of the papers is on the artistic identificationproblem, where the goal is to



classify original and fake paintings of a given artist15–17 or to produce stylistic analysis of paintings.18–20 Most of the
methods above can be regarded as adaptations from the content-based image retrieval systems,5 where the emphasis is
placed on the characterization of brush strokes using texture or color. The ancient Chinese painting classification studied
by Li and Wang8 is more similar to ours in the sense that they deal with the multi-class classification of painting styles.
Finally, the work on the automatic brushwork annotation by Yelizaveta et al.21 is also similar to ours given that the authors
are dealing with multi-class classification of brush strokes. Nevertheless, as we shall explain below, our problem involves
not only a multi-class, but also a multi-label problem.22

The problem of graph-based learning (or network link analysis) has been thoroughly studied by the information retrieval
community to solve the problem of ranking web pages from the World Wide Web using hyperlink structure analysis.23–25

Essentially, a graph is built where the nodes are represented by the web pages and the edge weights denote existence
of hyper-links, and several analysis algorithms based on random walks in this graph have been designed to rank the
nodes (i.e., web pages). As suggested by the explanation above, graph-based approaches makes an implicit assumption of
label smoothness over the graph.26 These graph-based techniques have received considerable attention from the machine
learning community for the problem of semi-supervised learning,26 where the training set contains labeled and unlabeled
samples, and the goal is to annotate the unlabeled samples using the similarity graph structure and the labeled samples.
Note that the similarity graph is built based on the distances between the samples in some feature space, and one of the
forms to explore the structure of this graph is with the use ofrandom walk algorithms. The random walk algorithm has
also been studied in the domains of unsupervised image segmentation27 and multi-class classification.28 Finally, random
walk algorithms have also been explored in the area of image retrieval,29–31where the main contribution is the use of visual
and non-visual cues in the random walk procedure, which is also explored in our work.

3. METHODOLOGY

Assume that a training set of annotated images is available,and is represented as follows:D = {(xi,yi)}i=1..N with xi

representing the feature vector of imageIi andyi denoting the annotation of the same image. An annotated testset is
also available and is represented byT = {(x̃i, ỹi)}i=1..P , but note that the annotation in the test set is used only for the
purpose of methodology evaluation. It is important to mention that each annotationy representsL multi-class and binary
problems, soy = [y1, ...,yL] ∈ {0, 1}M , where each problem is denoted byyj ∈ {0, 1}|yj|, where|yj | represents the
dimensionality ofyj . Binary annotations are denoted byyj ∈ {0, 1}. Multi-class problems have1 < |yj | ≤ M , and∑|yj|

k=1 yj(k) ∈ {0, 1}, with each class in the problem represented by the dimensionyj(k) ∈ {0, 1}. In general, binary
annotation involve problems that indicate either the presence or absence of a class, while multi-class annotation regards
problems that at most one of the possible classes must be present (e.g., the theme of a print). Note that the sum of the
dimensionalities of theL problems must be equal to the dimensionality of the annotation vector, so

∑L

j=1 |yj | = M .

Following the notation introduced by Estrada et al.,32 who applied random walk algorithms for the problem of image
de-noising, let us define a random walk sequence ofk steps asTr,k = [(x(r,1),y(r,1)), ..., (x(r,k),y(r,k))], where each
x(r,l) belongs toD, andr indexes a specific random walk. Our goal is to estimate the probability of annotationy for a test
imagex̃, as follows:

p(y|x̃) =
1

ZT

R∑

r=1

K∑

k=1

p(Tr,k|x̃)
1

k p(y|x(r,k)). (1)

In (1), ZT is a normalization factor,K represents the total number of random walks,R denotes the length of one random
walk, p(y|x(r,k)) = δ(y − y(r,k)) (with δ(.) being the Dirac delta function, which means that this term isone when
y = y(r,k)), the exponent1

k
means that steps taken at later stages of the random walk havehigher weight,

p(Tr,k|x̃) =p([(x(r,1),y(r,1)), ..., (x(r,k),y(r,k))]|x̃)

=

k∏

j=2

p(x(r,j)|x(r,j−1), x̃)p(y(r,j)|y(r,j−1))p(x(r,1)|x̃)p(y(r,1))
(2)

with the derivation made assuming a Markov process and that the training labels and features are independent given the
test image,p(y(r,j)|y(r,j−1)) = Iy(y(r,j),y(r,j−1)) with Iy(y(r,j),y(r,j−1)) = 1

Zy

∑M
l=1 λl × y

(r,j)
l × y

(r,j−1)
l (λl is



the weight associated with the labell andZy is a normalization factor),p(y(r,1)) = 1
N

, andp(x(r,j)|x(r,j−1), x̃) and
p(x(r,1)|x̃) are defined in Sec. 3.2.

We propose the use of class mass normalization33 to determine the annotation for imagex̃. The class mass normaliza-
tion takes into consideration the probability of a class annotation and the proportion of samples annotated with that class
in the training set. Specifically, we have

ŷ =
N∑

i=1

yi max(p(yi|x̃) − p(y), 0), (3)

wherep(y) = 1
N

∑N

i=1 yi. The use of this proportion of class annotation makes the annotation process more robust to
imbalances in the training set with respect to the number of training images per visual class. Notice thatŷ represents the
probability that the image represented byx̃ is annotated with each of the labels[ŷ1, ..., ŷM ] = ŷ. However, recall that
some of these annotations belong to multi-class problems, so we procesŝy as in

∀j ∈ {1, ..., L}, with |ŷj | > 1

y∗
j =

{
min(⌊ŷj/ max(ŷj)⌋, 1), if max(ŷj) > 0.5

{0}|yj|, otherwise

(4)

for multi-class problems, and for binary problems, we define:

∀j ∈ {1, ..., L}, with |ŷj | = 1

y∗
j =

{
1, if ŷj > 0.5

0, otherwise

. (5)

As a result, the final annotation for imagex̃ is represented byy∗ = [y∗
1 , ...,y

∗
L].

The retrieval problem is defined as the most relevant image returned from the database of test imagesT given a visual
classyt ∈ {0, 1} for t ∈ {1, ..., M} (i.e., one of the annotations iny ∈ {0, 1}M), as in:

x∗
yt

= max
ex∈T

p(x̃|yt), (6)

wherep(x̃|yt) = p(yt|x̃)p(x̃)/p(yt) with p(x̃) = constant andp(yt) being irrelevant for (6). Furthermore,p(yt|x̃) is

defined as in (1) substituting the last term forp(yt|x
r,k) = δ(yt − y

(r,k)
t ).

3.1 Data Set

The data set is formed by 307 annotated images with one multi-class problem (theme with seven classes) and 21 binary
problems†. All images have been collected from the Artstor digital image library.9 Fig. 3 shows an example of a manual
annotation produced by an art historian. For the experiments in Sec. 4, we run a 10-fold cross validation in order to show
the results, and for each run, divide the data set into a training setD with 276 images (90% of the data set) and a test setT
with 31 images (10% of the data set).

3.2 Image Features

The images are represented with the bag of visual words model,34 where each visual word is formed with a collection of
scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) local descriptors.35 The visual vocabulary is built using a vocabulary tree proposed
by Nistér and Stewénius.36

The SIFT descriptor consists of a feature transform appliedto an image patch, which extracts a histogram of gradient
orientations weighted by the gradient magnitudes. In this work, the image patch location (in the image), scale (patch size),
and dominant orientation are randomly determined,37 and we generate 1000 descriptors per image. Then, the vocabulary is

†The classes considered are: theme (annunciation, flight into Egypt, magi, rest on the flight into Egypt, shepherds, the baptism of
Christ, visitation), angel, angels, angels floating into the air, Christ, Christ-child, donkey, dove, Gabriel, Lilly,Mary, Melchior, miracle
of the bending palm tree, shepherd, st. Elisabeth, st. Frances, st. Joseph, vase, wing, wings, wise men, and Zacharias



Figure 4. Network structure built using the adjacency matrix of (9) and shown using a variant of the MDS algorithm.38 The large image
in the center denotes the test image and the most visually similar images to it appear closer in the graph.

built by gathering the descriptors from all images and running a hierarchical clustering algorithm with three levels, where
each node in the hierarchy has 10 descendants (this hierarchy is a directed tree, where each node has at most 10 edges).36

This results in a directed tree with1 + 10 + 100 + 1000 = 1111 nodes, and the image feature is formed by using each
descriptor of the image to traverse the tree and record the path (note that each descriptor generates a path with 4 nodes).
The histogram of visited nodes is weighted by the node entropy (i.e., nodes that are visited more often receive smaller
weights). As a result, an imageI is represented by a vectorx ∈ ℜ1111, representing the histogram above.

The probability of the transition of feature vectorx(r,j) givenx(r,j−1) andx̃ of (2) is then defined as:

p(x(r,j)|x(r,j−1), x̃) = Ix(x(r,j),x(r,j−1))Ix(x(r,j), x̃), (7)

and the transition probability between two feature vectorsis given by

p(x(r,1)|x̃) = Ix(x(r,1), x̃), (8)

with Ix(xi,xj) = 1
Zx

∑1111
d=1 min(xi(d), xj(d)) whereZx is a normalization factor.

In Fig. 4 it is shown a small part of the graph which takes into account the image features and annotation of the training
set described by the following adjacency matrix:

W(j, i) = Iy(yi,yj) × Ix(xi,xj) × Ix(xj , x̃), (9)

with W(i, i) = 0 for all i ∈ {1, ..., N}. In this part of the graph, we take a test image represented byx̃ shown at the center
(note the enlarged image in the figure), and display the graphstructure from the training database around it. Notice thatthe
neighboring images in the graph tend to be similar visually or with respect to the annotation. In order to show this graph,
we use a variant of the multidimensional scaling algorithm for visualization (MDS).38

3.3 Random Walk
The random walk uses the adjacency matrixW in (9) in order to build the probability transition matrix asfollows:

P = D−1W, (10)



Table 1. Retrieval performance.
Models Random Walk RF SVM
MAP 0.31 0.30 0.22

where the diagonal matrixD(i, i) =
∑

j W(i, j), which makes the row sum ofP one. The initial distribution vector takes
into account the similarity between the test imagex̃ and all images in the database, as inu = [Ix(x1, x̃), ..., Ix(xN , x̃)]T ,
with ‖u‖1 = 1. The random walk starts by selecting a training image (sayith training image) by sampling the distribution
u. Then, use the distribution denoted byAπi (with πi a vector of zeros with a one at theith position) for selecting the next
training image in the random walk procedure. After the random walk is finished, form the list of visited training images
Tr,k from Sec. 3, and produce the annotation as defined in (4) and (5) with K = 100 random walks and the length of each
random walk is denoted byR = 10. The retrieval is produced as described in (6).

4. EXPERIMENTS

In this experiment we compare the model presented in (3) to models based on SVM10 and on RF.11 For the RF model, we
build L = 22 independent classifiers (one for the multi-class theme classification and the others for the binary problems
- see Sec. 3.1), where each classifier is defined asp(yl|x̃, θRF (l)), with the θRF (l) representing the parameters of the
random forests classifier for thelth classification problem (recall thatl = 1, ..., L). Using the same notation as in (3),
we havêy = max([p(yl|x̃, θRF (l))]l=1..L − p(y), 0) = [ŷ1, ..., ŷM ]. The main parameters of the random forests, which
are the number and height of tress, are determined with crossvalidation, where the training setD is further divided into a
training and validation sets of90% and10% of D, respectively. Then, the multi-class decisions are performed with (4) and
binary problems with (5). For the SVM, we trainM = 28 classifiers using the one-versus-all training method, where for
the multi-class theme classification, we adopt the winner-takes-all strategy. Specifically, we train the following classifiers
p(yt|x̃, θSV M(t)), for t = {1, ..., M}, and the annotation probability is produced byŷ = max([p(yt|x̃, θSV M (t))]t=1..M−
p(y), 0) = [ŷ1, ..., ŷM ]. The main parameter of the support vector machine, which arepenalty factor for the slack variables,
is also determined with cross validation, where the training setD is again divided into a training and validation sets of90%
and10% of D, respectively. Also, we perform the multi-class decisionswith (4) and binary problems with (5). Note that
these two models roughly represent the state-of-the-art approaches for image annotation and retrieval problems explained
in Sec. 2.

4.1 Retrieval

We measure the performance of the system in terms of retrieval using the precision and recall measures.39 For each
annotation classyt belonging to the set of classes in the test setT , find then test images that produce the maximum values
for (6). Out of those n images, let the setA be the images for whichyt = 1 (note that|A| ≤ n). Also, letB ⊂ T be set of
all test images that haveyt = 1. Then, the precision and recall are computed as follows:

precisionR =
|A|

n
, andrecallR =

|A|

|B|
. (11)

The performance is computed with the mean average precision39(MAP), which is defined as the average precision over all
queries, at the ranks that the recall changes. The results inTable 1 show the average MAP for a 10-fold cross validation
experiment with different setsD andT , as explained in Sec. 3.1. Figure 6 shows the the top five retrieval results for four
annotation classes. Also, Fig. 5 displays the MAP results for each visual class (top-left), the number of training imageper
visual class (bottom-left) and the MAP performance in termsof the number of training images (center graph). Notice that
it is quite clear that the retrieval performance is positively correlated with the number of training images.

4.2 Annotation

The performance of the annotation procedure is evaluated bycomparing the results of the system in (4) and (5) with the
manual annotation of the ground truth (recall that the setT also contains the manual annotation).39 For each annotation



Figure 5. MAP results per class (left-top), number of training images per visual class (left-bottom), MAP as a function of the number of
training images (center), and the annotation performance as a function of the number of training images (right).

yes no yes yes yes

yes yes yes yes no

yes yes no yes yes

yes yes yes yes yes
Figure 6. Retrieval results. Each row shows the top five matches to the following queries (from top to bottom):‘annunciation’, ‘rest on
the flight into Egypt’, ‘Christ child’, and‘Mary’ . Below each image (from Artstor9), it is indicated whether the image is annotated with
the class.

problem (binary or multi-class) indexed byj ∈ 1, ..., L, assume that there arewH manually annotated images inT , and
the system annotateswauto, of whichwC are correct. We compute precision and recall as follows:

precisionA =
wC

wauto

, andrecallA =
wC

wH

. (12)

Then, the values ofprecisionA andrecallA are averaged over the set of binary and multi-class problems. The results in
Table 2 show the average mean per-word precision and recall for a 10-fold cross validation experiment with different sets



Table 2. Annotation performance.
Models Random Walk RF SVM

Mean Per-word Recall 0.51 0.40 0.12
Mean Per-word Precision 0.30 0.23 0.52

D andT , as explained in Sec. 3.1. Figure 7 shows the annotation produced by our system in five test images. Finally,
Fig. 5 displays the annotation performance in terms of the number of training images (right graph). Notice the correlation
between precision and recall in terms of the number of training images.

Human Theme: Rest flight Egypt Theme: Magi Theme: Annunciation Theme: Baptism of Christ Theme: Flight into Egypt

Annotation angels floating, Christ child, Christ child, Mary, Gabriel, Lilly angels floating, Christ angels floating, Christ child

Mary, st. Joseph, wing st. Joseph, wise men Mary, wing dove, st. Frances, wing Mary, st. Joseph, wing

Rand Walk Theme: Rest Flight Egypt Theme: Magi Theme: Annunciation Theme: Baptism of Christ Theme: Rest Flight Egypt

Annotation angels, angels floating, angels, angels floating, angels floating, dove, angels, angels floating, angels, angels floating,

Christ child, donkey, Christ child, Mary, Gabriel, Lilly, Mary, Christ, dove, shepherd, Christ child, donkey,Mary

Mary, miracle...palm tree Melchior, shepherd, st. Joseph, Melchior, vase, wing, st. Elizabeth, st. Frances, miracle...palm tree,

st. Joseph wing, wise men wise men wing, Zacharias st. Joseph, wing

Figure 7. Comparison of Random Walk annotations with those of a human subject on images (from Artstor9).

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this work we presented a graph-based model for the annotation of art images. The retrieval experiment (Tab. 1) shows
that our model based on random walks produces slightly better results than current state-of-the-art approaches based on
SVM and RF. The annotation results in Tab. 2 shows that our approach produces the best performance in terms of recall, but
SVM appears better in terms of precision (but notice the poorresult of SVM in terms of recall). This happens because SVM
rarely classifies positively the test images with respect toeach label, but whenever it does so, it is correct more often than
with random walk and RF. We believe that this happens due to the limited number of training images per class to estimate
the parameters of these models. We plan to improve our randomwalk model and use closed form solutions.26, 27 The
dependencies between labels should also be encoded into themethod using, for example, structural learning methods.40, 41

This would prevent the following two issues observed in Fig.7: 1) use of too many labels in the annotation, and 2) presence
of pairs of annotations that should never appear together (e.g., the presence ofMelchior in prints of themeAnnunciation
should not be allowed). The incorporation of structural learning in the methodology should be evaluated by more effective
retrieval measures, such as the one described by Nowak et al.42 We also intend to investigate other image features for
image representation, such as wavelets and curvelets. In the near future, we shall make the training database availablewith
several benchmark results.
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